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WHAT WE DO
Xenit focuses on Content Services Solutions, covering all document-related business

processes, from data migration to digital archive to hybrid/cloud hosting solution, to help
organizations get control of their information.

ALFRESCO PROJECTS DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

More than 10 years of experience in content
migration, design and implementation of the
document model and the Alfresco ECM
architecture to scale your business .

BESPOKE PRODUCTS TAILOR-
MADE FOR ALFRESCO

We built products and tools that enhance
Alfresco’s capabilities, from user interfaces, to
monitoring systems, all aimed at reducing
content chaos.

ALFRESCO OPERATIONAL AND
MANAGED SERVICES

After the deployment of the platform, Xenit
provides a bespoke service level agreement
to keep Alfresco up and running. We
guarantee up to 99.9% availability.

ON PREMISE – HYBRID AND
CLOUD HOSTING SOLUTIONS

Xenit provides services to design,
deploy, customize, integrate and scale
the solution the best fits with your
company’s strategy.

Premier Partner and
System Integrator of
Alfresco Digital
Business Platform

sales@xenit.eu +32 (0) 16 891 800 @XenitECM

https://twitter.com/XenitECM?lang=en
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The strategy around an ECM is not only about picking up
the right platform, but it’s also about how to manage it and
get the real value out of it. 
This is why at Xenit, we deliver not only the deployment of
the Alfresco Digital Business Platform, but we also
guarantee performance, availability and quality of services,
through Alfred, a fully integrated, open source, solution.
 
Alfred is "managed services as a product", that combines
software interfaces for API and GUI with monitoring and
expert assistance.

ECM AS-SERVICE

Xenit Industry Solutions

Insurance & Banking
Engineering & Infrastructure
Government
Healtcare

Xenit Solutions include

OUR TRUSTED PARTNERS

E-Signature
Integration with 3rd party
applications
AI and data extraction
Digital and Legal Archive
Migration from Documentum,
SharePoint or other legacy
systems to Alfresco
Office 365 Integration
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What we deliver also

Clarity
Performance
Availability
Agility
Governance & Security

ABOUT ALFRESCO SOFTWARE
Alfresco is an enterprise open source software company
focused on advancing the flow of digital business. 
The Digital Business Platform is used to digitize
processes, manage content and securely govern
information. 
 
Alfresco helps over 1,300 industry-leading
organizations, including Cisco, Delta Dental, Capital One,
US Department of Navy, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
NASA, be more responsive and competitive.

Some of our global customers:
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